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ABSTRACT:	
This study deals with the analysis of dynamic mechanical, thermal and flammability properties of treated
and untreated pineapple leaf fiber (PALF) and kenaf fiber (KF) phenolic composites. Results indicated that
storage modulus was decreased for all composites with increases in temperature and pattern of slopes for
all composites, having almost the same values of E′ at glass transition temperature (Tg). The peak of the
loss modulus of pure phenolic composites was shown to be much less. After the addition of kenaf/PALF,
peaks were higher and shifted towards a high temperature. The Tan delta peak height was low for pure
phenolic composites and maximum for 60% PALF phenolic composites. Cole-Cole analysis was carried out to
understand the phase behavior of the composite samples. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) results indicated
that pure phenolic composites have better thermal stability than PALF and kenaf phenolic composites. Vertical
and horizontal UL-94 tests were conducted and showed pure phenolic resin is highly fire resistant. The overall
results showed that treated KF composites enhanced the dynamic mechanical and thermal properties among
all PALF/KF composites.
KEYWORDS:	Pineapple leaf fiber, kenaf fiber, phenolic resin, dynamic mechanical analysis, thermogravimetric analysis,
flammability

1

INTRODUCTION

Development of composites reinforced with materials
derived from renewable resources has increased during the last few years. Renewable resources are very
suitable materials to substitute synthetic compound
[1, 2]. Natural fiber composites have specific characteristics such as better formability, renewability, cost
effectiveness, light weight, high specific strength and
modulus; and possess tool wearing rates, thermal insulation properties, acoustic properties, sufficient energy
requirements and are safer towards health [3, 4]. These
composites can easily degrade in nature and have the
characteristic of being disposable at the end of their
life cycle by composting or by retaining their calorific
value in a furnace [5].
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Natural fibers, such as kenaf, PALF, ramie, flax, jute,
and bamboo, are abundant in quantity, very cheap and
easily available through an eco-friendly manual process [6]. The mechanical, physical strength and chemical compositions of natural fibers strongly depend on
harvesting, climate, location, soil characteristics and
weather circumstances. Additionally, the processing
of fibers affects their strength, which reveals differences among the same types of fiber composite [7].
However, natural fibers have some disadvantageous
characteristics such as high moisture absorption and
low thermal resistance [8].
PALF is one of the waste agricultural materials that
is produced in tonnes every year and very small proportions are being used as feedstock and in energy
production. Usage of natural fibers in biocomposites will enhance degradable products and reduce
wastage of renewable materials. Although PALF
has high specific strength and stiffness, it is hydrophilic in nature due to its high cellulosic content [9].
KF is known as an industrial fiber, It is commercially
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available and economically cheaper than other natural fiber reinforcing materials due to its rapid growth
and environmental sustainability, and can be a substitute of synthetic fibers [10]. The selection of matrix in
composites is depend on the application and compatibility between fiber and composite. Phenolic matrix is
known for its use in building structural materials and
the automobile industry, due to its excellent thermal
and fire retardant behavior. Natural fiber reinforced
phenolic composites contribute various applications
in the automotive sector because of increasing awareness in the use of recyclable natural materials and it
reduce density, weight and improve mechanical and
thermophysical properties [11]. Thermogravimetric
analysis is a process that analyzes the relationship of
structure-property and thermal stability of composite materials. The presence of moisture content and
volatile component of composite can be determined
by using thermal analysis. Some constituents of natural fibers, such as lignin, degrade at a temperature of
around 200 °C, whereas cellulose degrades at higher
temperatures [12]. Most of the natural fibers degrade
in strength above 160 °C [13].
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) has been
extensively used for investigating the structure and
viscoelastic behavior of various types of polymer composites to observe their influence over stiffness and
damping characteristics of various materials. A practical analysis of the dynamic mechanical properties of
polymer composites is significant in determining the
range of temperatures and frequencies [14]. Building
constructions and interior decoration consist largely
of flammable polymeric materials that are of critical
concern to environmental, safety and health matters.
The materials industries are focused on the fire resistance properties of composite materials, and in order
to avoid fire incidents and sustain combustion for a
long period of time, a regulatory fire test is mandatory [15, 16]. The flammability of a composite not only
depends on the matrix polymer and the type of fiber
but also on interactions between the matrix polymer
and the fiber [16, 17].
Several studies have been reported on the thermal
behavior and viscoelastic properties of fiber-reinforced composites. The DMA of the thermal behavior of PALF-reinforced polyethylene composites
were studied on various fiber loadings with different
types of fiber treatments, and it was found that PALF
degrades at high temperature before the polyethylene
matrix and storage modulus increased with increasing fiber loading and decreased with increase of temperature [18]. PALF-reinforced phenol formaldehyde
(PF) composites have been studied on different fiber
loadings; thermal stability of pure PF was higher
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than PALF-reinforced PF composites [19]. Chemically
modified banana fiber composites were investigated
using dynamic mechanical analysis and compared
with those of untreated composites and it was found
that the dynamic modulus values and damping values decreased, which indicated that silane treatment
improved bonding interactions between the fiber and
the matrix [20]. Alkali treated and untreated Agave
fiber reinforced epoxy composites were analyzed.
The thermomechanical properties of the treated composites were considerably good and showed better
mechanical properties than untreated composites [8].
Untreated and treated kenaf reinforced epoxy composites were studied by using dynamic analysis, which
reported that storage modulus and loss modulus were
affected above the glass transition temperature due
to alkali treatment [21]. Ramie fiber reinforced epoxy
composites showed dynamic-mechanical parameters
at various temperatures. It revealed that reinforcement
of ramie fibers increased the viscoelastic stiffness of
the epoxy matrix and significantly changed the damping modulus after increasing the fiber fraction in composites [22]. Sisal fiber/polypropylene (PP) composite
was investigated using a horizontal burning test and
a vertical burning test. After addition of fire retardant,
flame retardancy and thermal stability of the PP composites were improved without deterioration of their
mechanical properties [23].
In previous studies [24], the mechanical and physical properties of untreated and treated PALF and kenaf
composites have been investigated and were found to
have the highest mechanical properties at 50% fiber
loading, and after silane treatment the mechanical
properties improved again. This work is an extension
of previous work to investigate the thermal, dynamic
mechanical and fire resistant behavior of untreated
and treated PALF and KF composite at different fiber
loadings. It is assumed that treated PALF and KF will
improve interfacial bonding with matrix that will help
to improve the thermal and dynamic properties of
PALF/KF phenolic composites.

2
2.1

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Materials

Novolac-type phenolic formaldehyde resin (Grade
PH-4055) was supplied by Chemovate, Banglore,
India. Pineapple leaf fibers (PALFs) (Ananas comosus)
were harvested in Indonesia and kenaf was harvested
from Malaysia and retted. The chemicals used in this
research study for treatment is triethoxy(ethyl)silane
(96%, Sigma-Aldrich) from Megwena Synergy Supply,
Selangor, Malaysia.
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Fiber Treatment

3.2

The PALF and KF were immersed in distilled water
with silane at a concentration of 2% for 3 h. After treatment, the fibers were thoroughly washed with running
water several times until pH values were neutralized.
Then, the fibers were dried in an oven at 80 °C 48 h.
The selection of chemical, chemical concentration and
soaking period for fiber treatment was selected from a
previous study [10].

2.3

Preparation of Composites

PALF and KF were used as filler in fabrication of
composites. The PALF and KF were ground into
powder with thickness of 0.8–1 mm by using a
grinding machine and fibers were maintained at
6–8% moisture content. Kenaf fiber and PALF phenolic composites were fabricated by using a 15 × 15 ×
3 mm stainless metal plate. The 3 mm stainless steel
plate was placed into a hydraulic hot press at 160°
temperature. The stainless steel plate was removed
from the press after 8 min and kept for cooling at
room temperature, and then samples were cut for
testing according to ASTM standard. The formulation of fabricated PALF and KF composites is shown
in Table 1.

3 CHARACTERIZATION OF
COMPOSITES
3.1

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

Thermal stability of PALF/KF composite and hybrid
composite samples were characterized using a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA Q500, TA Instruments,
USA). Work on all of the samples was carried out at
20 °C/min under a room temperature in the range of
30–700 °C.
Table 1 Formulation of KF and PALF in composites.

Dynamic mechanical analysis was executed according to ASTM D4065-01 to determine the viscoelastic
behavior of untreated and silane treated PALF/KF
composites as a function of temperature. DMA testing
was performed using a TA Instruments Q800 DMA
operating in a three-point bending mode at an oscillation frequency of 1 Hz under controlled amplitude.
The temperature was ramped from 30 °C to 150 °C
under controlled sinusoidal strain with a heating rate
of 5 °C/min. The dimension of samples was 60 × 12.5
× 3 mm3.

3.3

UL-94

Flammability of pure phenolic and untreated and
treated PALF and KF composites was studied by a
horizontal UL-94 test and a vertical UL-94 test according to ASTM D635 and ASTM D3801, respectively.
For the horizontal UL-94 test, the specimen was fixed
horizontally and a flame was applied to one end of the
specimen. The time for the flame to travel from 25 mm
(from the end) to 100 mm was recorded. Then, burning
rates of the composites were calculated as follows:

V = 60L/t

(1)

where V is the burning rates (mm/min), L is burned
length (mm), and t is the time of burning (s).
The UL-94 vertical test was carried out by using
a test specimen bar 125 mm long, 13 mm wide, and
3 mm thick. Specimen bars were suspended vertically over surgical cotton and ignited with a Bunsen
burner. The flammability types were classified from
V-0 toV-2. The lower end of the specimen was exposed
to the flame for 10 s and then removed. The time was
recorded.
The specimen would then be assigned to class UL-94
V-0 if flaming time is less than 10 s. The lowest flame
retardancy rating is V-2 if flaming time is less than 50 s
and cotton indicator is ignited by flaming particles
or drops. V-1 is the intermediate class of V-0 and V-2;
the flaming time should not exceed 30 s and flaming
drops could not ignite the surgical cotton below the
specimen. The flammable materials which cannot be
classified according to this method are marked with
code NC (no classification, complete combustion of
the specimen).

PALF and KF
composites

PF (wt%)

PALF (wt%)

KF (wt%)

Pure phenolic

100

0

0

40% PALF

60

40

0

50% PALF

50

50

0

Treated 50% PALF

50

50

0

4

60% PALF

40

60

0

50% KF

50

0

50

4.1

Treated 50% KF

50

0

50
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Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

The results of TGA analysis on pure phenolic matrix,
untreated and silane-treated PALF and KF phenolic
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composites on various fiber loadings are shown in
Figure 1. Thermal decomposition of each sample was
carried out in a programmed temperature range of
30–700 °C. It is observed that higher moisture absorption was found in all natural fiber composites. In the
case of PALF and KF composites, the first weight loss
between 60 and 100 °C corresponds to vaporization of
water molecules from all natural fiber composite samples [13, 25]. The water molecule can easily penetrate
into the fiber’s cell wall structure or void space at the
fiber-matrix interface [26], and water absorption is
also responsible for reducing the mechanical strength
of natural fiber composites and creating a hurdle in
interfacial bonding between fibers and matrix [10].
Pure phenolic composites did not show weight loss at
100 °C temperature, which shows the absence of water
molecule. TGA results are summarized in Table 2 for
pure phenolic matrix, PALF and KF phenolic composites and show the first and second weight loss in
all types of composites, which occurs in most of the

100
90

Weight (%)

80
70
60
Pure
40% PALF
50% PALF
T-50% PALF
50% KF
T-50% KF
60% PALF

50
40
30
20
0

100

200

300
400
500
Temperature (°C)

600

700

Figure 1 TGA curve of pure phenolic and PALF/KF fiber
loading composites.
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lignocellulosic fiber and composites [12, 27]. Pure phenolic shows a 32.16% weight loss at 420.73 °C, and the
final remaining residue in pure phenolic was 55.97%,
which is much higher due to the presence of more
char constituent [3]. The degradation process, accelerated by the presence of phenolic groups adjacent
to the methylene bridges, is dependent on the dihydroxy phenyl methane units present in the resin [28].
PALF and KF phenolic composites showed weight loss
twice; untreated and treated PALF composite revealed
the first weight loss was in the range of 282–303 °C,
while untreated and treated 50% KF composites
showed first stage thermal degradation at 293.14 and
305.41 °C, respectively. Incorporation of PALF and KF
into the phenolic matrix reduced the thermal stability,
as evidenced by the TGA analysis in Figure 1. The first
weight loss is reportedly due to the thermal decomposition of hemicellulose, lignin, pectin and the glycosidic linkages of cellulose of natural fibers [29–31],
while silane-treated PALF/KF composites improved
the thermal stability. Sreekala et al. [32] reported that
alkali and silane treatment increased the thermal stability of the fibers due to thermal depolymerization of
hemicellulose and cleavage of the glucosidic linkage
of cellulose.
The second weight loss of untreated and treated
PALF composites showed a range of 388.7–422 °C and
untreated and treated 50% KF composites showed
thermal decomposition at 447.99 and 408.58 °C, respectively, due to thermal decomposition of α-cellulose
and depolymerization of matrix [33, 34]. The remaining residue of each sample was calculated and pure
matrix showed higher residue of 55.97%, which is
higher than untreated and treated PALF/KF composites. The final residue of treated composites was much
less than that of untreated composites because most
of the chemical composition of, for example, hemicellulose and lignin, was removed during chemical treatments [35, 36].

Table 2 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) results obtained for pure phenolic and PALF/KF fiber loading composites.
Initial degradation temperature (°C) and
weight loss (%)
Sample

Final degradation temperature (°C) and
weight loss (%)

(°C)

(%)

(°C)

(%)

Final residue (%)

Pure phenolic

420.73

32.16

–

–

55.97

40% PALF

282.50

35.17

388.7

25.77

31.07

50% PALF

283.64

38.97

391.38

23.92

29.22

T-50% PALF

303.05

40.52

422.37

26.24

22.76

50% KF

293.14

39.16

447.99

24.91

24.23

T-50% KF

305.41

27.47

408.58

22.78

31.65

60% PALF

283.73

43.75

390.93

21.61

27.33
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4.2 Derivative Thermogravimetric (DTG)
Analysis
Derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) analysis was
performed on pure matrix and untreated and treated
PALF and KF composites and the reults are shown in
Figure 2. Decomposition temperature of each component of composites was correlated with peaks of DTG
curves. There was only one peak located in the pure
matrix at 500 °C in the DTG curve, which showed
stages of degradation in the matrix with the maximum
rate of degradation at 3.56%/min. PALF and KP/phenolic composites exhibited three peaks; the height of
the first peak was lowest, which indicates the presence
of water molecules in the hemicelluloses of PALF/KF
or the existence of voids that developed during the fabrication of composites. The heights of the second peak
of the PALF and KF composites are highest among
all peaks. The third peaks were recorded in untreated
PALF composites only. The untreated PALF composites decomposed at a slightly lower temperature than
the treated PALF/KF composites. For engineering
applications, the first degradation of material is very
important compared to subsequent degradation [26].

4.3

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

4.3.1 Storage Modulus
Figure 3 represent the effects of fiber loading and
treated fibers on the storage modulus of PALF and KF
phenolic composites. Dynamic mechanical analysis
reveals knowledge about storage modulus vs. temperature graphs which helps to extract important information about stiffness, degree of crosslinking and fiber/
matrix interfacial bonding of materials [37]. Storage

Derivative weight (%/min)

7

Pure
40% PALF
50% PALF
T-50% PALF
50% KF
T-50% KF
60% PALF

6
5
4
3
2
1

modulus contributes to the elaborate elasticity of the
composite’s components. Storage modulus has three
regions: glassy region, transition region and rubbery
region [38]. In the glassy region, composite components are in a frozen state (highly immobile), compact
and tightly packed, resulting in high storage modulus
[39]. In the glass transition region, the graph of storage modulus falls when it passes through glass transition temperature (Tg) due to the increase in mobility
of polymer chain above Tg temperature [40]. The rubbery region is the last phase, where enhancement of
temperature makes materials more mobile with loose
structural arrangements and no further changes [41].
The variation in storage modulus on different fiber
loadings and effects on treated fiber composites were
studied. In comparison with the pure phenolic sample,
it can be seen that the storage modulus of fiber composites increases with increasing PALF and KF content in the phenolic matrix, and the curve falls with
increasing temperature. In the case of the pure phenolic sample, there is a lowest storage modulus. It is due
to the increased molecular mobility of the polymer
chains above Tg [42]. However, storage modulus of
composites is enhanced after the addition of fibers into
the matrix; higher storage modulus represents higher
stiffness of composites. Though there was an enhancement of storage modulus after adding fibers, 60%
PALF fiber content showed a reduction in modulus.
The composites with 60% PALF showed lesser modulus due to weaker fiber/matrix adhesion. It indicated
that composites having fibers of more than 50 wt%
content cannot be evenly dispersed in the matrix
and agglomerate within composite, which reduced
the effect of fiber as filler in composite [43]. The 50%
PALF and KF phenolic composites showed very high
modulus and, among all composites, silane-treated

4000
Storage modulus (MPa)
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Figure 2 DTG curve of pure phenolic and PALF/KF fiber
loading composites.
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Figure 3 Storage modulus of pure phenolic and PALF/KF
fiber loading composites.
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KF composites showed the highest storage modulus,
whereas treated PALF also improved. Asim et al. [24]
studied the tensile properties of PALF and KF fiber
loadings and found that 50% fiber loading showed
the highest tensile properties and treated 50% fiber
loading showed the highest improvement among all
samples.
The above findings may be attributed to the fact that
untreated and treated 50% PALF and KF fiber composites have better storage modulus because enhanced
interfacial adhesion can increase the storage modulus
of composites [26].
Silane treatment is considered to enhance the roughness of the fiber surface, which improves the compatibility between the fibers and matrix. The enhanced
area of contact between the fibers and matrix binds
the material tighter, restricting the molecular mobility upon exposure to higher temperatures. It is also
assumed that functional group of the silane forms
interpenetrating polymer networks with fibers that can
be the cause of changes in the polymer structure [20].
A schematic representation of the interaction between
the polymer and the silane-coupling agent is given in
Figure 4. Silane treatment of fibers affected the Tg and
improved the rubbery plateau, which means that the
thermal mechanical stability of the material at high
temperature was improved.

4.3.2

DOI: 10.7569/JRM.2017.634162

peaks of loss modulus. The ranges of peak express the
diversity of chain segment of polymer three-dimensionally [20]. The loss modulus curve shows that the
measure of energy dissipated as heat per cycle under
deformation experienced in a viscoelastic material.
It is also shows that most of the peaks were shifted
towards the lower temperature. The differences
among the untreated PALF composites in loss modulus value are marginal and 50% PALF showed higher
loss modulus. Addition of PALF and KF in phenolic
matrix broadened the loss modulus peaks. The broadening in loss modulus is due to enhancement in chain
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Figure 5 represents the effect of fiber loading and
treated fibers on the loss modulus of PALF and KF
phenolic composites. The pure phenolic displays a
broader peak in the temperature range of 80–110 °C.
The addition of fibers in the matrix shows higher
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Figure 4 Schematic representation of silane/cellulose
interaction.
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Figure 5 Loss modulus of pure phenolic, PALF and KF phenolic composites.
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segment as well as more free volume with the addition of natural fibers [44]. Another reason may be due
to the fact that the polymer matrix was surrounded
by fibers having a different physical state than the rest
of the matrix, which ultimately reduced molecular
mobility [39]. The maximum loss modulus occurred
at a temperature where loss modulus was indicating
the Tg of the system [3]. The transition region of loss
modulus in composites was shown to be much higher
than that of pure phenolic, which may be due to an
increase in internal friction that enhances the dissipation of energy [40].
The treated KF composite showed the highest loss
modulus value, which is much better above the Tg
than untreated PALF and KF phenolic composites,
whereas pure phenolic showed the lowest value. It was
reported that Tg values obtained from the loss modulus are more realistic as compared to those obtained
from the damping factor [45]. The shifts in the Tg values of the polymer matrix after the addition of treated
fiber indicated that fiber played an important role
above Tg. The highest loss modulus was reported in
treated 50% KF composites. The results showed higher
loss modulus due to polymer and better compatibility
with fibers after silane treatment.

4.3.3 Damping Factor
Curve trend changes in the damping factor of the composites and pure phenolic with temperature are shown
in Figure 6. Incorporation of fibers into composites
influenced damping factor. It was noticed that damping factor goes through a maximum in the transition
region and then is reduced in the rubbery region. This
phenomenon represented the initial frozen state and
then mobility of small groups of materials and molecules within the polymer structure [37]. The higher

0.12

200

0.06
0.04

Cole-Cole Plots

A Cole-Cole curve was plotted to understand the relationship between loss modulus and storage modulus
[50, 51]. The smooth and semicircular plotted curves
of composites showed the homogeneous behavior of
polymeric system [52] and the imperfect or irregular
arc indicated the interface effects and heterogeneous
dispersion in the polymeric system [51, 53]. ColeCole curves displayed the loss modulus data which
were plotted as a function of storage modulus for all
PALF/KF and pure phenolic composites in Figure 7.
The Cole-Cole curve of pure phenolic and 40% PALF
composites displayed relatively less heterogeneity
than among all other curves. Homogeneous curves
are an indicator of poor interfacial bonding between
fiber and matrix. The Cole-Cole plot also showed an
imperfect semicircle resembling the more heterogeneous ones among untreated and treated 50% PALF/KF
composites.

Loss modulus (MPa)

Tan delta

0.08

4.3.4

220

Pure phenolic
40% PALF
50% PALF
T-50% PALF
50% KF
T-50% KF
60% PALF

0.10

peak value of damping factor showed higher degree
of molecular mobility [46]. The pure phenolic showed
the lowest Tan δ value, indicating a minimum degree
of molecular mobility; whereas, incorporation of fibers
into phenolic resin substantially increased the viscoelastic damping factor because phenolic resin is known
to have great thermal resistance, so it is assumed that
pure phenolic minimized the degree of molecular
mobility [47, 48]. A lower Tan δ peak was obtained for
pure phenolic, treated PALF/KF composites and 50%
PALF composites. The incorporation of PALF and KF
fiber into phenolic matrix slightly reduced the damping characteristics of the PALF/KF composites. In the
case of composites, the damping peak height appears
to be due to the fiber’s internal energy dissipation
between fiber/matrix interphase [49].
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Figure 6 Damping factor of pure phenolic and PALF/KF
fiber loading composites.
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Figure 7 Cole-Cole plots of pure phenolic and PALF/KF
fiber loading composites.
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The imperfect semicircle is due to the greater portion of fibers and its interfacial bonding [54], because
amount, dimension of incorporated fibers and surface characteristics of the fibers effect the arc shape of
Cole-Cole plot, which influence the viscoelastic character as well [55]. Thus the incorporation of treated
PALF/KF in phenolic composites greatly affects the
shape of Cole-Cole plots, thereby influencing their
dynamic mechanical properties with function of
temperature.

4.4

Flammability Properties

The vertical and horizontal UL-94 tests were conducted to quantify and rank the flame retardancy of
the composites. The results of the UL-94 tests for the
pure phenolic and untreated and treated PALF and
KF composites are presented in Table 3. It is clear
from the vertical UL-94 test that the flame retardancy
of pure phenolic was very good and achieved a V-0
grade because its combustion times were less than
10 seconds.
After the addition of untreated and treated PALF,
the fire retardency was reduced up to 60% PALF loading, though 40% PALF loading achieved V-0 grade
while 50% and 60% PALF and treated 50% PALF
were considered as V-1 grade due to their combustion times being less than 30 seconds. On the other
hand, untreated and treated KF composites showed
better fire retardency than PALF composites and their
combustion times were less than 10 s, achieving a V-0
grade. No dripping was observed for any of the samples. Reduction in fire retardency is due to the cellulosic content in the natural fibers and PALF has higher
cellulosic content in comparison to KF. After the treatment, the cellulosic content was exposed and reduced
the fire retardant properties. Even with this amount
of cellulosic content these composites were still considered to be V-0 and V-1 grade because the chemical structure of phenol resin is deformed and forms a

DOI: 10.7569/JRM.2017.634162

layer of char on the surface of composites that protect
the surface from heat [15].
The horizontal UL-94 test showed that the combustion rate of pure phenolic was lowest among all
composites; however 60% PALF composites showed
the highest combustion rate, as shown in Table 3. In
this experiment it can be observed that with the increment of fiber loading and after treatment of fibers,
the combustion rate increases. After adding 50% KF,
the burning test was reduced compared to 50% PALF
composites.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Thermogravimetric analysis of pure phenolic and
PALF/KF fiber loading revealed that pure phenolic
was more stable, whereas 60% fiber loading PALF
composite was the least stable due to less proportion
of phenolic resin. It was also observed that with incorporation of fiber, thermal properties were reduced.
Among all fiber composites, treated 50% KF showed
higher Tg value followed by treated 50% PALF composites, due to good interfacial bonding in which
polymer acts as a barrier to prevent the degradation
of fibers. In DMA results, it was shown that pure phenolic had the lowest value of storage modulus. After
the incorporation of PALF from 40% to 60%, untreated
and treated 50% PALF and 50% KF in phenolic composite increased the storage modulus due to the stiff
nature of the kenaf fiber and better interfacial adhesion of fiber and matrix. However, after treatment,
50% PALF and KF further improved storage modulus properties. With the addition of PALF and KF, the
peaks of loss modulus were higher than with pure phenolic. Untreated and treated KF illustrated the highest
peak of loss modulus and peaks were shifted towards
high temperature. Tan delta of pure phenolic showed
very low modulus, which indicated less mobility
in structure; after addition of untreated and treated
PALF and KF, composites also showed a curve near

Table 3 Vertical and horizontal UL-94 test results of untreated and treated PALF and KF composites.
Vertical UL-94
Sample

Flaming drops

Cotton ignited

Classifications

Horizontal UL-94 (mm/min)

Pure Phenolic

No

No

V-0

07

40% PALF

No

No

V-0

12

50% PALF

No

No

V-1

15.71

T-50% PALF

No

No

V-1

16.45

60% PALF

No

No

V-1

19.3

50% KF

No

No

V-0

13.6

T-50% KF

No

No

V-0

15
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that of pure phenolic composites, whereas 60% PALF
showed very high mobility in structure, which may
be due to the lack of phenolic resin. Cole-Cole plots
showed an imperfect semicircular shape of treated
and untreated 50% fiber loading of PALF and KF phenolic composites, indicating heterogeneity of the system that showed good fiber/matrix adhesion. Vertical
and horizontal UL-94 testing showed that pure phenolic is highly fire resistant. After the addition of PALF
in phenolic composites, the fire resistency decreased;
on the other hand, KF in phenolic composites showed
better fire resistancy. The fiber treatment did not help
to improve the properties of PALF and KF composites.
It is anticipated from the previous and current work
that treated PALF and kenaf fibers have the highest
mechanical and thermal stability and these studies
will contribute to the optimized use of PALF and KF in
the development of unique, cost-effective, advanced
composites possessing appropriate stiffness, damping
behavior, and thermal stability. Furthermore, the thermal studies on the hybridization of PALF and kenaf
will advance the research in developing new costeffective materials.
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